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How It Is, Nowadays 
 

ACT I 
 
INT - BEDROOM - MORNING 
 
We're in the room of a teenage boy. Poster ranging from Pulp 
Fiction and Star Wars to The Smiths and Lady Gaga are plastered 
all over the walls. It's hard to tell specifics, but we get the 
impression that this kid is a fan of music and movies. 
 
Our hero is NEAL BERGMAN (BERGGY). He is standing in front of a 
mirror, wearing nothing but a pair of revealing micro-fiber 
briefs. He moves his hands slowly across his body, admiring the 
work he put into it. He looks into the eyes of his reflection. 
He looks nervous, like an actor preparing to go onstage for the 
first time. 
 

   NEAL 
It's going to be fine. It's going to be 
good. It's simple-- I just tell him, and 
that's it. We can just get on with the 
day. It's not that hard.  
(beat) 
Don't be a pussy. 

 
HONK-HONK-HONK sounds from outside his bedroom window, followed 
by the sound of a ringtone from his phone, the voice of Al 
Pacino barking his famous line from Scent of a Woman: "Ooo-
Ahhh!" 
 

   GRACE BERGMAN (O.S.) 
Neal! I'm going to stick that car horn 
up LeShawn's ass! 

 
Neal looks at the text message on the phone's screen: 
 

   CNOTES 
 (on screen) 
WHERE U@? 
 

 
 
EXT. BERGMAN RESIDENCE - MORNING 
 
Neal steps out the front door, peeking in before closing it 
behind him. 
  



 

 

   NEAL 
See you later, Ma. I'll call you if 
I'm late. 
 
   GRACE (O.S.) 
You won't call me, because you won't 
be late. Don't be late, Neal. 
 
   NEAL 
Okay, Ma. 

 
Neal hoists his messenger bag over his shoulder, and looks at 
the silver Honda Civic in the driveway, thumping with heavy bass 
from inside.  
 
In the driver's seat wearing the aviators with that smug 
upperclassman swagger is LeSHAWN NORTH, motioning to Neal to 
move his ass.  
 
CHRISTIAN (CNOTES) NORTH is in the passenger seat. He simply 
smirks at Neal as he opens the back door seat and slides in. 
 

   NEAL 
Hello, boys. 
 
   LeSHAWN 
What the hell, Berggy? You puttin' 
on your makeup, or some shit? 
 
   NEAL 
Nice to see you too, LeShawn. 

 
Christian turns and faces Neal, giving him a bump. 
 

   CHRISTIAN 
Doctor... 
 
   NEAL 
Doctor... 

 
The car pulls out of the driveway, and peels off down the 
street. 
 
INT. CAR - CONT 
 
Neal unscrews the lid his leather-bound thermos, taking a moment 
to sniff it's contents before taking a sip. Other than his early 
stroke, it's his favorite part of the morning. 



 

 

 
   CHRISTIAN 
So, tell me somethin' good, man. 

 
Neal looks at the back of Christian's head quizically. 
 

   NEAL 
Whadda you wanna know? 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
You were gone all summer. 
 
   NEAL 
Uh, yeah...yeah, yes I was. 

 
Christian turns around to face Neal, while unscrewing the lid 
from his chrome thermos. 
 

   CHRISTIAN 
Your mom said you were in LA. 
 
   LESHAWN 
Is that why your hair's all stupid? 
 
   NEAL 
It's better than that Lemont Sanford 
bush you've got! You ain't Reggie 
Watts, bitch. 

 
   LESHAWN 

Hey man-- I had this shit WAY before 
Reggie Watts! That nigga stole MY shit! 

 
   NEAL 
Martin Luther King would be proud. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
Would you two faggots shut the hell 
up?! 
 

Neal immediately shoots Christian a look. 
 

   CHRISTIAN (CONT) 
What? You sound like you should be 
blowin' each other. 

 
Neal sinks back into his seat, taking a sip from his thermos. 
 



 

 

   NEAL 
You both are fucking stupid. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
Wow-- foul language! Is that how they talk 
in "Hollywood"? 
 
   LESHAWN 
Alright-- drive-thru, bitches. What do you 
want? 
 
   NEAL 
Apple pie. 
 
   LESHAWN 
What?  
 
   NEAL 
I'm on a diet. 
  
   LESHAWN 
Whatever-- what do you want, bro? 

 
Christian cranes his neck, trying to get a good look at the 
menu. 
 

   CHRISTIAN 
I don't know... 
 
   LESHAWN 
What don't you know? It's the same crap 
they've always had. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
I don't wanna get the same thing. 

 
Neal stares out the window. 
 

   GRACE BERGMAN (O.S.) 
Do you have any idea what you put me through? Or 
do you even care?! 

 
CUT TO: 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

INT. KITCHEN - BERGMAN RESIDENCE - 5 DAYS AGO 
 
Neal is holding his cheek, as if he had been slapped really 
hard. His eyes are welling with tears. 
 
Grace is standing in front of him, her face soaked, her eyes 
red, and still tearing.  
 

   GRACE (CONT) 
I can't do this anymore! I can't- I won't! 
You are going on a path with your life that 
I want NO PART OF! 

 
Neal closes his eyes, trying to dodge the emotional blow. Tears 
roll down his face as his lids close. 
 

   GRACE (CONT) 
I don't understand this tear of 
destruction you're on! You're stealing 
cars, breaking into people's houses-- you 
threw a bomb at a car- A BOMB! 

 
   NEAL 
It wasn't a bomb, Mom. 
  (beat) 
It was a Molotov Cocktail. 
 
   GRACE  
I don't care what you call it! 
  (pause) 
Where were you?! 
 
   NEAL 
I was in L.A., Mom. 
 
   GRACE 
Why?! Please, and don't bullshit me-- 
please tell me why! 

 
Neal fights to keep the tears back.  
 

   NEAL 
Mom, there are things...I'm just going 
through a lot of stuff right now-- 
 
 
 
 



 

 

   GRACE 
What stuff?! What could you be going 
through?! I give you a good home, I feed 
you, I buy you things-- is it your father? 
 
   NEAL 
No, Mom-- it's not dad, it's not you! I... 

 
Neal takes a deep breath. 
 

   NEAL 
I'm gay, Mom.  
 
   GRACE 
  (beat) 
So what, are you telling me that there are a 
bunch of fairies running around stealing 
cars and throwing Molly Cocktails? 
 
   NEAL 
  (perplexed) 
What? 
 
   LESHAWN (O.S.) 
Apple pie, shit-head! 

 
CUT TO: 
 
 
INT. CAR - CONTINUOUS 
 
LeShawn tosses a bag into Neal's lap. 
 

   LESHAWN (CONT) 
There's an egg and cheese biscuit in there, 
too. Screw your diet, stick-boy. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
Yeah, really man. You lost a lot of weight. 
 
   NEAL 
Come on! It's way too early for you m.f.'ers 
to be up my ass! 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
Have you talked to Libby? 

 



 

 

Neal freezes. He knows the answer, but he doesn't want to say. 
Not yet. 
 

   NEAL 
 (diverting his eyes) 
Yeah. 
 
   LESHAWN 
Bullshit! She is piiiiiiiiiissed at you! 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
You need to talk to her. 

 
 
 
END OF ACT I. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 

ACT II 
 

 
EXT. IROQUOIS REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL - MORNING 
 
This is a large, seemingly well-funded, school campus-- with 
ample parking for faculty and students, a small television 
studio, a large football field, two baseball diamonds, and a 
running track. The sign in front of the school reads "Welcome 
Back Mohawks!" 
 
The campus is bustling with activity-- underclassmen piling out 
of school buses, security and faculty guiding and assisting, and 
upper classmen parking their cars. 
 
 
INT. HALLWAY 
 
  
CARMELA STACEY navigates through the throng of students. A 
rambunctious group almost bumps into her.  
 

   CARMELA 
Watch it, boys! 

 
One of them, TRIG PHILLIPS, acknowledges. 
 

   TRIG 
Oh, no-- I'm sorry.. 

 
Trig watches Carmela's ass as she walks away. 
 

   TRIG (CONT) 
My mistake, baby. 

 
Carmela stops in her tracks. She turns around and walks back to 
Trig. Trig's friends respond. 
 

   FRIEND #1 
Oh, shit...! 
 
   CARMELA 
What did you say? 
 
 



 

 

   TRIG 
What? Nothing... 
 
   CARMELA 
What's your name? 
 
   TRIG 
What's yours? 

 
   PRINCIPLE STOLL 
Her name is Ms. Stacey. And you, Mr. 
Philips, are the recipient of the first 
detention of the year! I believe that's two 
years running...? 
 
   TRIG 
Oh come on! I didn't know she was a- 
 
   PRINCIPLE STOLL 
"She"? Whom is this "she" you are referring 
to? 
 
   TRIG 
I didn't know that Ms. Stacey was a 
teacher, Principle Stoll. 
 
   PRINCIPLE STOLL 
And now that you do, I am yet to hear an 
apology. 

 
Trig turns his low-hanging head to Carmela. 
 

   TRIG 
Sorry, Ms. Stacey. 
 
   CARMELA 
A little bit of advise, kid. Girls don't 
like a goof-ball. It's not very appealing. 

 
Trig simply withers under the weight of crushing embarrassment 
in front of his friends. 
 

   PRINCIPLE STOLL 
Dismissed. 

 
As the boys slink away, Carmela and Principle Stoll share a 
glance, and smile. 
 



 

 

   PRINCIPLE STOLL 
You'll get along just fine here. 
 
   CARMELA 
What did you get me into, Edie? 

 
 
INT. PRINCIPLE STOLL'S OFFICE  
 
A glance around her office may reveal a photo-- maybe digital 
picture frame-- of Stoll, her daughter, and Carmela. Maybe is a 
combination-- there are "traditional" photos of her and the kids 
and husband and stuff. Then this transitions to the digital 
frame with recent pictures. 
 
With the exception of the clean, structured arrangement of 
photos, the rest of the office shows its twelve-year occupancy 
well. 
 
Principle Stoll is working on the computer, while Carmela sits 
waiting for her to finish. 
 

   CARMELA 
This was the first morning in a long time 
that I've enjoyed waking up to. Just 
knowing that I don't have another client 
meeting, or creative brief, or arrogant art 
directors to listen to... 
 
   PRINCIPLE STOLL 
Well, now you have lesson plans, and 
parents, and The School Board, 'lounge 
talk'... 
 
   CARMELA 
What's "lounge talk"? 
 
   PRINCIPLE STOLL 
Nobody shit-talks like these people here. 
You know, they all go to the same off-site 
conferences, drink at the same bars... 
 
   CARMELA 
That's terrific, now it sounds like I never 
left the ad world! 
 
 
 



 

 

   PRINCIPLE STOLL 
Eh, you'll do fine. I want to get you to 
your classroom, but first...morning 
announcements! 
 
   CARMELA 
Do I really have to do this? 
 
   PRINCIPLE STOLL 
You're new. It's the rule. All 1st-years 
have to do the morning announcements. And 
due to budget cuts, we could only hire one 
new teacher this year. So congratulations, 
you're a dj too. 
 

 
INT. NORTH ENTRANCE 
 
Christian, Neal, and LeShawn walk into the building as if they 
own the place. 
 
As the three walk through the halls, they greet and are greeted 
by their fellow students as if they won the World Series last 
year. 
 
Neal should be in his comfort zone, but he is not. He is a lot 
more self conscious than he thought he would be. 
 
Breaking him out of his thoughts, here comes Trig, moving in for 
a bro hug. 
 

   TRIG 
Oh shit- there he is! Back from the dead! 
Berggy Bergman- what up, man! 
 
   NEAL  
Triggeramma!  
 
   TRIG 
I heard you moved to Florida, man! 
 
   NEAL 
Close. I was in LA. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

INT. HALLWAY 
 
Three members of the Sophmore Hottie Squad are standing by a row 
of lockers. LIBBY (Liza Beth) and GZ (Gracie), are hanging out 
at JULIE ITO locker as she enters the combination. Libby has her 
face in her phone. 
 

   GZ 
I know, she got fat, right? How did she 
get so fat so fast? 
 
   LIBBY 
It's what happens when you work at a 
FrozFruit all summer. You're not supposed 
to eat frozen yogurt 3 times a day. 
 
   GZ 
See, that's why I'd never work at a food 
place. I can't be tempted. 
 
   LIBBY 
You need to be tempted, Anna...last name, 
Reccia. 
 
   GZ 
I'm not that skinny! 
 
   LIBBY 
I can see your ribs from here, honey. 
 
   GZ 
I'm built this way, jealous. 
 

Julie Ito pops her locker open. 
 
   GZ (CONT) 
How'd you get your combo already? 
 
   JULIE ITO 
I dunno-- Diller was givin' them out when 
we walked in. Who's your homeroom? 
 
   GZ 
Sherman. I was supposed to have Coles, 
but they shifted the cutoff or something. 
 
 
 



 

 

   LIBBY 
Oh, you betch…! 
 
   GZ 
Why? It's not her fault. 

 
Liza Beth shows them the picture on her phone. 
 

   LIBBY 
That skank is wearing my top today! She 
just posted this an hour ago! 
 
   JULIE ITO 
Sherman? 
 
   LIBBY 
No, dummy! That goddamn Tova Tierney. 
Tova Tierney!  
 
   GZ 
I told you to stop shopping at The Gap. 
 
   LIBBY 
Anthropology, betch! Recognize. 
 
   GZ 
Well, look who decided to show up… 

 
Liza Beth and Julie Ito look at Gracie, then turn to see what 
she is looking at. 
 
Down the hall, a small group congregates around Christian, 
LeShawn, and Neal. 
 

   JULIE ITO 
Berggy? I thought he moved to Seattle! 
 
   LIBBY 
What the hell are you talking about? I 
told you he was in LA. 
 
   JULIE ITO 
Yeah, well...I didn't believe you 
because I thought you were distraught 
and delusional. 
 
   LIBBY 
Thanks alot! 



 

 

 
   JULIE ITO 
I love you, though... 
 
   GZ 
Are you okay, girl? 

 
Liza Beth pauses for a moment. She knows the answer, but she 
doesn't want to say. Not yet. 
 

   LIBBY 
More than you know. TTYL. 

 
She walks off to homeroom. 
 

   JULIE ITO 
If I was her, I'd just claw his eyeballs 
out, and get it over with. No way my 
boyfriend can go away all summer and not 
say anything…! 

 
 
The first homeroom bell chimes. 
 
 
INT. HOMEROOM  
 
Neal walks through the middle aisle of desks scanning the names 
on envelopes atop each. 
 
As he sits down at the desk with his envelope, he sees Gracie 
walk into the room. His knees buckle, dropping him into the 
chair. 
 
GZ spots Neal immediately, and walks right to him. 
 
Neal thought he had a few periods before he had to deal with GZ. 
He is unprepared for this confrontation. 
 

   NEAL 
Geezee... 
 
   GZ 
Fuck you, Berggy. 
 
 
   NEAL 
Okay... 



 

 

 
 
   GZ 
Three months, you don't fucking call or 
text, no email, Twitter, Tumblr, nothing! 
 
   NEAL 
I know, GeeZee-- look...it just 
all..everything happened so fast, and 
it's a lot to explain- 
 
   GZ 
You don't have to explain a goddamn thing 
to me, Berggy. Actions speak louder than 
words! I mean, I understand you tellin' 
Libby 'cause you're fucking Libby. I 
didn't think you'd completely shut me 
out! 
 
   NEAL 
It wasn't just you! It was everyone-- it 
was my mom, you, C, JulieIto- 
 
   GZ 
Oh, so it's okay that you were an asshole 
to everyone, then I should just forgive 
you, and forget the relationship that we 
have-- that you shit on! 
 
   NEAL 
Jesus Christ, Gracie... 
 
   GZ 
Fuck you, Neal! Don't use the Lord's name 
in vain, first of all! And second of all, 
fuck you! You just disappeared! I though 
you were dead, or something- you dropped 
off the Earth completely, man! And you 
didn't tell me. 
  (pause) 
I thought we were tight. I really thought 
that. 
 
   NEAL 
I'm sorry, GZ. Just give me 'till 
tomorrow, and I'll tell you-- 

 
She turns her back and walks to her desk.  



 

 

 
   NEAL 
See, that's exactly why I don't tell you 
anything! 

 
GZ stops in her tracks and turns back to Neal. 
 

   GZ 
Oh, and why don't you tell me anything?! 
 
   NEAL 
Because you overreact like a fucking 
child! You are such a brat, it's 
unbelievable! 

 
GZ is stunned-- mouth agape, eyes wide, completely shocked. Then 
her face transforms into something furious. She balls up her 
fists, charging at Neal and swinging hard. 
 
Neal stands up and grabs her arms, trying to hold her back and 
keep her from hitting him.  
 

   NEAL (CONT) 
Stop it, Gracie! 

 
She kicks his shin. He steps on her foot, to keep it planted to 
the ground. 
 
GZ struggles hard. 
 

   NEAL (CONT) 
Stop! 

 
Gracie fights harder, until she bursts into tears.  
 
Neal releases her flailing limbs, and she runs out of the room. 
 

   NEAL (CONT) 
Psycho! Go back to the asylum, you 
fucking lunatic! 

 
Neal realizes that there is an entire homeroom full of students, 
all of which were watching him and GZ. 
 
The second homeroom bell chimes. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
   CARMELA (O.S.) 
Good morning students, teachers, and 
faculty...and welcome back to Iroquois 
Regional High School! My name is Mrs. 
Stacey, and here are your morning 
announcements. 

 
 
INT. ADMINISTRATION OFFICE 
 
Carmela sits at the school's A/V switchboard. She looks at the 
red light on the microphone, then back at the page of 
announcements she has pinched between her fingers. 
 

   CARMELA 
There will be a Freshman orientation at 
9:30. All Freshman students will report 
to the main auditorium. The first 
meeting of the Student Council will meet 
today after school. Members are reminded 
to bring ideas for upcoming events. The 
first meeting of the debate team will be 
held after school this Thursday. Anyone 
wishing to join the debate team, please 
see Mrs. Levy for more details. Iroquois 
Mohawks football players please report 
to the North gym after homeroom-- that's 
all players.  
  (beat) 
Today's lunch is meatloaf with green 
beans and mashed potatoes...there is 
also a vegetarian loaf, if you don't eat 
meat. Yummy. 
  (beat) 
The weather is mild, a bit breezy, 
temperature at 82 degrees. Late buses 
will depart at 4:30pm. The time is now 
8:48am. Welcome back, and have a great 
day! 
 

FADE TO: 
 
INT. TEACHERS LOUNGE 
 
DANIEL is sitting at the "big table" with Carmela. The two are 
getting along fine.  
 



 

 

A FEW OTHER TEACHERS are milling about, either talking, or 
having coffee or a Diet Coke by themselves at "the bar".  
 

   DANIEL 
Have you met Alice yet? 
 
   CARMELA 
No. 
 
   DANIEL 
She's really nice, she's a sweetheart. 
She's one of the music teachers. We're 
like one of the few schools that still 
has a music program. And we have two 
music teachers-- there's Alice, and 
Derrik...he's a bit of a maniac. In a 
good way! He's just...very creative. 
 
   CARMELA 
It's really impressive. Schools like 
this are an endangered species-- like a 
white tiger. 
 
   DANIEL 
And it all goes to the school, honey. 
We don't get paid any differently than 
anyone else. 
  (beat) 
So, Edie told me that you worked in 
advertising before this? 
 
   CARMELA 
I did. Sixteen years. 
 
   DANIEL 
That's a long time! 
 
   CARMELA 
It's a career! And I didn't even want 
to do that. I wanted to write. But...I 
don't know. Maybe I was just too lazy, 
or scared, or...whatever.  
 
   DANIEL 
What made you want to become a teacher? 
 
 
 



 

 

   CAMELA 
I got sick of wasting my time. I worked 
50-60 hours a week, 10-12 hour days, 
most weekends. I had a great apartment 
that I only had time to sleep in. Lived 
in a great neighborhood, but it was 
more like a backdrop for my commute. I 
didn't enjoy my life, because I worked 
to live.  
  (beat) 
And what was I doing? Selling soap, and 
deodorant, and TV's and fast food 
to...everyone! It was exhausting, 
unfulfilling, stressful, 
aggrivating...I just burned out.  
  (pause) 
...and I always wanted to teach! 
 
   DANIEL 
Fair enough! 
  (beat) 
And how are you enjoying it so far? 
 
   CARMELA 
I've had two classes so far-- both were 
great! I had freshmen and juniors, 
first and second period. And I have 
eighth period as well.  
 
   DANIEL 
Oh, the "graveyard shift". 
 
   CARMELA 
Why do you call it that? 
 
   DANIEL 
It's when all the zombies walk into you 
classroom. The Walking Dead, just 
aching to get through the last class of 
the day. 
 
   CARMELA 
Nah, they just need engagement. I'll 
wake 'em awake.  

 
Daniel looks her up and down, smirking. 
 
 



 

 

   DANIEL 
I'm sure you will. 
 
   CARMELA 
  (rolling her eyes) 
Oh god, please! All day long-- 

 
She mimicks the boys walking past her in the hall, looking at 
her chest.     
 
 
EXT. CONCESSION STAND  
 
From the back of the concession stand, next to the football 
field, you can see a field with a large wooded area. It feels 
miles away from everywhere. 
 
Neal sits on a milk crate looking out over the field, 
decompressing. 
 
Someone approaches. She grabs another milk crate and sits it 
next to Neal.  
 
Liza Beth sits, takes out a pack of cigarettes, and hands it to 
Neal. 
 

   NEAL 
I quit. 

 
He takes a cigarette. She lights it, then lights her own. 
 

   LIBBY 
You didn't tell him yet, did you? 
 
   NEAL 
No. 
 
   LIBBY 
So, how long do I have to pretend I'm mad 
at you? 
 
   NEAL 
I'm trying, Libby! This is hard! 
 
   LIBBY 
Well, try harder. I hate doing this. 
 
 



 

 

   NEAL 
Geezee's so fuckin' pissed at me... 
 
   LIBBY 
I'll take care of Geezee. You just...get 
it done, so we can get on with our lives. 

 
They pause for a moment to watch a flock of birds erupt from the 
trees. 
 

   LIBBY (CONT) 
Is your mom still mad? 

 
Neal laughs bitterly. 
 

   LIBBY (CONT) 
Can you blame her? 
 
               NEAL 
I don't blame anybody. 
 
   LIBBY 
What have we learned? 
 
   NEAL 
 (long pause) 
I'm selfish. Probably inconsiderate... 
 
   LIBBY 
Probably?! Dude, you were born with the 
inconsiderate gene! 
 
               NEAL 
I had to do it this way! If I told 
anyone- 
 
               LIBBY 
...they would have talked you out of it 
and you would never know and probably 
would have stayed in the closet- yeah, I 
know that. But guess what? You did it, 
and you're still in the closet! 
 
               NEAL 
Oh, it's so easy for you to stand there 
and judge. My whole life is about to 
change! It feels like it already has! 



 

 

I've know CNotes since kindergarden. And 
I'm fucking terrified. Terrified! 
  (beat) 
It's easy for you to criticize, but you 
don't know how this feels. I may lose my 
oldest friend today. 
 
               LIBBY 
If you don't tell C-Notes and LeShawn by 
tonight, tomorrow I'm telling everyone 
that you ran off because you got me 
pregnant. And the only way you would come 
back is if I got an abortion.  
 
                NEAL 
What the fuck, Libby?! 
 
                LIBBY 
Hey, you wanna play "straight boy", let's 
really play! And you know I'll do it. 
 
                NEAL 
I know- I'm going to tell them! 
 
                LIBBY 
Come on, man. What's the worst thing that 
could happen? I was okay with it-- and 
you were my boyfriend! 
 
   NEAL 
But you said you knew before I told you. 
 
   LIBBY 
Yeah, well...before that. I mean yeah, 
it's weird. You think, "Wow, is it me? 
Did I turn him off to women?" But I 
didn't. You're just gay. And confused. 
And scared. And you don't have to be. 
It's not like you live in Minnesota, or 
Alabama. I'm okay. You're mom's okay. 
It's not a big deal. 
 
Neal lets out an enormous sigh, as if 
he's been bench pressing the weight of 
the world. 
 
   LIBBY 
Tell them, Berggy. 



 

 

 
 
   CARMELA (O.S.) 
Mr. Bergman?  

   
 
INT. CLASSROOM 
 
Neal looks up, breaking away from his daydream and finding 
himself back in history class. 
 

   NEAL 
I'm sorry. 
 
   CARMELA 
Looks like someone is still on summer 
vacation. 

 
The other students laugh, making Neal blush a bit. He looks to 
his left and sees Christian shaking his head and smirking at 
him. 
 

   CARMELA 
Do you remember what we were talking 
about? 
 
   NEAL 
Yeah, we were talking about Civil 
Rights. 
 
   CARMELA 
That's right. So my question to you is, 
can you think of any Civil Rights 
struggles still being fought today? So 
far we've mentioned African Americans 
and Mexicans. 

 
A student jock in front of Neal named ZACH interrupts. 
 

   ZACH 
I still don't think Mexicans should 
have our rights. They're not Americans! 

 
Another student on the other side of the classroom, TIFFANY, 
chimes in. 
 
 
 



 

 

   TIFFANY 
It's Americans that are allowing them 
to come here to work for bad pay! 
 
   ZACH 
No one forced them to come here! They 
should go home and work in their own 
country! 
 
   TIFFANY 
They come here because they don't have 
jobs in Mexico, and Americans are too 
cheap to pay other Americans what they 
deserve! 
 
   ZACH 
Go to college, and you can make more! 
 
   CARMELA 
Okay, we're retreading here. 
  (beat) 
Your turn, Mr. Bergman. 

 
Neal sighs. 
 

   NEAL 
I think the biggest Civil Rights 
struggle right now is gay rights. 

 
The outbursts in the classroom range from a few scattered yes' 
to groans and head shakes. 
 

   CARMELA 
Lots of negativity in here. That's 
surprising, especially because he's 
right. 
 
   ZACH 
How can HE be right? Being gay is a 
choice! If you choose to be gay, that's 
your problem. 

 
This is met with a smattering of claps and nods and other 
affirming noises. 
 
The goth girl sitting in the back of the class, ANA, says the 
first words she's said the entire day (to anyone other than her 
friends, that is).  



 

 

 
   ANA 
You are so ignorant. 
 

Everyone turns around, taken aback not only by the audacity, but 
the fact that this girl is actually talking. 
 

   ZACH 
Who are you calling ignorant, freak? 
 
   CARMELA 
Alright, no name-calling. This is 
supposed to be an intelligent 
discussion. 
 
   ANA 
Being gay is not a choice. Just like 
being a woman, or being black, is not a 
choice. People are born either straight 
or gay. 
 
   ZACH 
So I guess that means you're gay. 
 
   ANA 
I'm not gay. My father is. 

 
Murmurs fill the classroom. 
 

   ZACH 
See? Your father was straight, got 
married, had you, and decided that he 
wanted to be gay! He got bored with 
being straight. 
 
   ANA 
You don't even know what you're talking 
about! You don't know my father OR me! 
Do you know how much he had to struggle 
his entire life because of people like 
you?! He had to stay in the closet for 
most of his life because he was afraid 
of what people like you thought of him! 
 
   ZACH 
Then how were you born? Did he use a 
turkey baster? 
 



 

 

The classroom erupts into laughter, even though not everyone was 
laughing. 
 
 

   CARMELA 
Mr. Bologna, there is no need for you 
to be rude. 
 
   ZACH 
I'm not trying to be mean. But if he's 
gay, then how did he have sex with her 
mother? He had to be straight! 
  (beat) 
And saying that gays are like black 
people is so ridiculous! 
 
Zach turns to Christian. 
 
   ZACH 
Do YOU think gays are like black 
people? 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
Not really, no. 

 
Neal looks over at his friend, disappointed to hear him say 
that. He then turns to Zach. 
 

   NEAL 
Hey. 

 
Zach turns around to face Neal. 
 

   NEAL (CONT) 
Do you know who Emmett Till is? 

 
Zach stares at him blankly. Neal turns to Christian. 
 

   NEAL (CONT) 
YOU know who Emmett Till is. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
Yeah. 
 
   NEAL 
Tell him. 
 
 



 

 

  CHRISTIAN 
He was a black kid that got lynched in 
the south, back in the 1950s. 
 
   NEAL 
Why was he lynched? 

 
   CHRISTIAN 
He whistled at a white woman he saw on 
the street. She ran and told her 
family, then later that night a gang of 
them went to Till's family's house 
where he was staying-- he was from 
Chicago. They dragged him out of that 
house in the middle of the night, and 
they beat him, gouged out his eyeballs, 
and shot him in the head. Then they 
dumped his body into a river with a 
weight tied around his neck. For 
whistling at a white woman that he 
thought was attractive. 

 
   NEAL 
Do you know who Matthew Shepard is? 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
No. 
 
   NEAL  
  (to Zach) 
Do you? 
 
   ZACH 
No. 
 
   NEAL 
Matthew Shepard was a college student, 
who met these two guys at a bar that 
eventually offered to give him a ride 
home. Once they got far enough away, 
they pistol-whipped and tortured him, 
then left him for dead, tied to a 
fence. He was beaten so badly that the 
doctors working on him couldn't 
operate. Three years before that, he 
was beaten and raped on a high school 
trip to Morroco. That happened in the 
1990s. 



 

 

 
You could hear a pin drop in a well, the room was so quiet. Zach 
can't even look Neal in the eyes. 
 
 

   NEAL (CONT) 
The bigots that killed Emmet Till and 
Matthew Shepard made no distinctions 
about who they were killing, other than 
the fact that one was black, and one was 
gay. Not white, and not straight. The 
murder of Emmett Till helped spawn the 
Civil Rights movement, and the murder of 
Matthew Shepard helped spawn Hate Crime 
legislation. 
  (To Zach) 
And it's because of attitudes like yours 
that both of those things exist.  
  (beat) 
So, is being gay a choice? Who would 
choose that? Who would choose constant 
belittlement and bigotry, and death? 
These people don't do things because they 
want to, and they don't do them to annoy 
you-- they are who they are because they 
HAVE NO CHOICE. You're trapped. And the 
ONLY REASON why you feel trapped is 
because of bigots. Bigots like you. 
 
   ZACH 
No. I'm not a bigot. 
 
   NEAL 
Just because you say that, doesn't mean 
that you aren't. 
 
   ZACH 
I'm not a bigot! 
 
   NEAL 
I don't care. 

 
The bell rings; the first day of school is over. Nearly every 
student jumps out of their seat, looking to escape the 
discomfort of this discussion. 
 

   CARMELA 
Whoa-whoa, grab some wood there, people! 



 

 

 
The students freeze, and ease back into their seats. 
 
 
 

   CARMELA (CONT) 
I want you all to bring in an article 
regarding Civil Rights in America. The 
group you choose is up to you. 
  (beat) 
Now, you can go. 

 
The students bound from their desks and head for the door. 
 

   CARMELA (CONT) 
Mr. Bergman... 
 

Neal stops in front of Carmela. 
 

   NEAL 
I'm sorry for zoning out, Mrs. Stacey. 
 
   CARMELA 
You made a very passionate and 
articulate argument. I'm very 
impressed. 
 
   NEAL 
Must have been something I read 
somewhere. 
 
   CARMELA 
Anybody can read something. You clearly 
understood it, and were able to express 
it. And very well. 
  (beat) 
I want to put together a debate team 
here at Iroquois High. Do you think 
you'd be interested in that? 
 
   NEAL 
I don't know... 
 
   CARMELA 
Think about it. From what I understand, 
you have quite a reputation for being a 
bit of a hell-raiser. If you channel 



 

 

that energy the way you did in this 
class...I think you'd be unstoppable. 
  (beat) 
Think about it, and let me know. 
 
 
   NEAL 
Okay, I will. 
  (beat) 
Thanks, Mrs. Stacey. 
 
   CARMELA 
Anytime. I'll see you tomorrow. 

 
 
INT. HALLWAY 
 
Neal emerges from the classroom to find Christian waiting for 
him. 
 

   CHRISTIAN 
What was that about? 
 
   NEAL 
She asked me to join the debate team. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
Yeah, right! Really, what happened? 
 
   NEAL 
She asked me to join the debate team. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
Because you talked down Zach 
Hollingsworth? The guy's a meat-head! 
 
   NEAL 
I don't know how you could tell-- your 
nose was all up his ass... 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
Why? Because of that gay stuff he was 
saying? 

 
Neal doesn't answer. 
 

   CHRISTIAN 
When did you become a historian? 



 

 

 
 
EXT. PARKING LOT - AFTERNOON 
 
As cars are pulling out, Christian and Neal find LeShawn's car. 
Christian has a key, and unlocks the door. 
 
 
INT. CAR 
  
Neal sits in the back seat, deep in thought. Christian is 
checking Facebook on his phone. 
 

   CHRISTIAN 
Did you see Julie Ito's status? 
  (beat) 
That girl is out of her freakin' mind. 
There's no way Dale Ephram is gettin' 
voted off tonight. He's the best singer 
on that show! I mean, he's gotta do 
somethin' about "Dale". I don't know any 
black man named "Dale". Sounds like some 
good ol' boy, or somethin'. Sounds like 
he's illiterate. 
 
Neal's phone rings; it's a text message: 
 
   LIBBY 
WELL? 
 
   CHRISTIAN (CONT) 
That one chick, though. What's her name? 
The blonde. Bethany something-- she is 
fuckin' FINE AS HELL! She has a 
beautiful ass, man. It reminds me of-- 
 
   NEAL 
I'm gay. 

 
Christian stops talking. He turns around to face Neal. 
 

   CHRISTIAN 
What? 
 
   NEAL 
I went to L.A. because I met a guy that 
I fell in love with. But that's over 
now. And...I'm sorry I left, I just...I 



 

 

don't know what happened, I got swept up 
and... 
  (pause) 
I didn't know how to tell you. I didn't 
know how to tell anybody. But that's it. 
I'm gay. 
  (pause) 
I'm gay. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
Was it that guy from the record store? 
 
   NEAL 
  (pause) 
Yeah. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
He's the one you went to LA with? 
 
   NEAL 
Yeah. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
And you had sex with him? 
 
   NEAL 
  (sigh) 
Yes. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
How was it? 
 
   NEAL 
What? 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
How was it? What was it like? Did you 
have, like, anal sex? 
 
   NEAL 
Ew, no! 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
So, it was blow jobs? 
 
   NEAL 
What? Why are you asking me about this?! 
 



 

 

   CHRISTIAN 
Well, I don't know any gay guys! Now, 
you're telling me you're gay, so...I 
wanna know! 
 
 
   NEAL 
You're not mad? 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
Why the fuck would I be mad? 
 
   NEAL 
You just said in class that you don't 
think gays deserve Civil Rights! 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
No I didn't! I said that gays were not 
like blacks. I never said gays didn't 
deserve Civil Rights. I don't care about 
gay marriage-- if they wanna get 
married, let 'em get married! 
  (beat) 
Well...you, now, I guess. If you wanna 
get married, man...you should. 

 
Neal smiles, his eyes welling up with tears. 
 

   CHRISTIAN (O.S.) 
Dude, no cryin'. I know you're gay now 
and all, but I can't deal with the 
cryin'. 
 
   NEAL 
  (wiping his eyes) 
Fuck you! I'm moved. 
  (beat) 
I thought you'd hate me. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
You sucking dick is not enough to get me 
to hate you. I mean, I'm not gonna lie-- 
I can't imagine you giving a blow job to 
some dude. But, if that's what you like 
man...go for it. 
 
   NEAL 
I wanna hug you! 



 

 

 
   CHRISTIAN 
Okay, chill out gay-boy. 

 
Just then, Neal sees LeShawn approaching the car. He wipes his 
eyes more, disposing of the evidence. 
 

   NEAL 
Shit-- okay, PLEASE don't say anything 
to LeShawn! I'm not ready to tell him 
yet. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
No problem, man. 

 
LeShawn opens the door and drops into the car. 
 

   LESHAWN 
What's up, dorks? 

 
LeShawn looks at Christian. 
 

   LESHAWN (CONT) 
What? 
 

Christian takes out his wallet, pulls out $20 bill, and hands it 
to LeShawn. 
 

   LESHAWN (CONT) 
Ha! You see!! I fucking knew it!! 
  (to Neal) 
You cocksmoker, you! 

 
Neal is stunned and embarrassed and pissed all at the same time. 
 

   NEAL 
What the fuck, C?! 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
I didn't say anything! 
 
   LESHAWN 
Man, I knew it! I knew it for months 
now! 
  (beat) 
That dude in the record store, right? 
 
 



 

 

   CHRISTIAN 
I ain't sayin' nothin'. 
 
   LESHAWN 
Yeah, it was him! I fucking knew it man! 
  (to Neal) 
So Neal Berggy Bergman is a gay 
homosexual! 
 
   NEAL 
It's not fucking funny, LeShawn, you 
asshole! 
 
   LESHAWN 
Chill out, man! I don't care that you're 
gay. My boss is gay. And you think 
you're the only gay guy in school? It's 
2015, man-- no one cares about that shit 
anymore. 
 
   NEAL 
Do you live under a fucking rock? OF 
COURSE people care! 
 
   LESHAWN 
No one that matters, man. 

 
LeShawn starts the car. 
 

   LESHAWN (CONT) 
Does Libby know? 
 
   NEAL 
She's known for months. 
 
   LESHAWN 
Shit! 

 
He hands the $20 back to Christian, who celebrates. 
 

   NEAL 
You guys are so ridiculous. 
 
   LESHAWN 
Just do me a favor, Berggy. Don't look at my ass. 
 
   CHRISTIAN 
He's not into that. 



 

 

 
   NEAL 
Would you shut up?! 
 

LeShawn backs the car out of the space, and pulls out of the 
parking lot. 
 
 
FADE TO: 
 
 
 
 
END OF ACT II. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

ACT  III 
 
EXT. SCHOOL - MORNING 
 
Students, teachers, and faculty return for their second day of 
the school year 2012-2013. 
 
 
INT. HOMEROOM  
 
The first homeroom bell chimes. 
 
Neal sits at his desk, nervously tapping his fingers on the 
surface. As the other students enter the room, he watches them 
anxiously. 
 
His phone rings. He sees that it's a text from Libby. As he is 
about to read it-- 

 
    GZ 
Berggy? 

 
Neal looks up at Gracie, who is standing in front of his desk. 
He stands up. 
 

    NEAL 
GZ, I-- 

 
Gracie throws her arms around him and hugs him tight. The tears 
start flowing between the two. Sounds of "Awwwwwwwwww!" and a 
smattering of applause from the other homeroom students.  
 
 

    GZ 
I love you, you homo. 
 
    NEAL 
I love you too, bitch. 
 
    GZ  
   (pause) 
Dyke. 

 
It takes a moment for Neal to process what she says. His eyes 
widen. 

 
 

THE END. 
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